
READING 

Five in a Row: Animals 

Teacher: Lisa Bailey 

Ages 5-7 

Description: In this class, we focus on a picture 
book for two weeks as we explore animals and 
their characteristics. We will study the difference 
between invertebrates and vertebrates through 
science, geography, writing, and art topics. Every 
week, they will also take home a printed 
handwriting page for homework. 

Required Skills: Your student is ready for this 
class if he/she can sit still and listen to a book 
read aloud, follow directions, and write letters. 

Connections Preschool & Elementary English Classes  

READING 

Loving Literature 

Teacher: Kate Smith 

Ages 6-8 

Description: This class is meant to ignite and 
nurture students’ awareness and enjoyment of 
picture books.  Each week we will read a book 
together, discuss a literary element, and 
complete an activity that reflects what we 
learned. 

Skills needed for this class to be 
enjoyable:  Student should be able to fluently 
read a level 1 reader, and can re-tell the story or 
answer basic questions about what was read.  In 
addition, students should be able to write a 
sentence and understand that a sentence should 
start with a capital and end with punctuation. 

PRE-WRITING 

Printing with Letter Stories 

Teacher: Charity Weitkamp 

Ages 4-6 

Description: This curriculum uses stories to help 
children remember their letters and the sounds 
they make. Each week we will work with new 
letters. We will practice writing in class and spend 
time doing a variety of fun activities to help 
reinforce what they are learning. I will supply 
optional practice sheets for your children to bring 
home to continue practice throughout the week.   

Required Skills: None. 



Connections Preschool & Elementary English Classes  

GRAMMAR 

Shurley Grammar 1 

Teacher: Lisa Bailey 

Ages 8-11 

Description: This is an introductory level 
course that is simple and fun and uses 
catchy jingles to reinforce memorization. 
We will learn the eight parts of speech, 
capitalization and punctuation rules, sen-
tence structure, four kinds of sentences 
and other basics. 

Required Skills: Your student is ready for 
this class if they can memorize, write, 
journal, and follow directions at a 
3rd grade level. 

WRITING 

Writing and Rhetoric 

Teacher: Elizabeth Smart 

Ages 9-11 

Description: This course provides forms and 
models of excellent writing that students 
can imitate on their path to masterful 
writing.   Reading, narration, dictation, copy-
work, summarizing, memorizing, and speak-
ing will be integrated throughout the year in 
order to teach beginning writers the craft of 
writing well.  As learning progresses, stu-
dents will use a step by step process to de-
termine how a saying or action of a note-
worthy historical person can be the basis for 
writing their own essay.     

Required Skills: Your student is ready for 
this class if he or she can read at a standard 
4th grade level or above and is able to write 
a small string of complete and related sen-
tences.  Students must also be able to com-
plete daily assignments outside of class.  

WRITING 

Writing Club 1 

Teacher: Esther Wright 

Ages 8-11 

Description: This writing class is based on 
the Institute of Excellence in Writing (IEW) 
program by Andrew Pudewa.  We will be 
learning how to do key-word outlines how 
and to turn those outlines into para-
graphs.  We will also learn how to struc-
ture a well written paragraph and expand 
on those concepts later in the year by 
writing a three-paragraph essay.   

Required Skills: Your student is ready for 
this class if they know how to form a sen-
tence.  Students do not need prior writing 
experience beyond forming a sentence. 

GRAMMAR 

Shurley Grammar 2 

Teacher: Lisa Bailey 

Ages 9-12 

Description: This is an intermediate level 
course that follows Shurley Grammar I or 
can be taken without the previous class. 
We will review the basics of grammar, 
punctuation rules and sentence structure, 
and move on to noun/verb agreement, 
helping verbs, homonyms, and singular 
and plural possessives. 

Required Skills: Your student is ready for 
this class if they can memorize, write, 
journal, and follow directions at a 
4th grade level. 



WRITING 

High School Prep Writing 

Teacher: Emily Lorelli 

Ages 12-14 

WRITING 

Intro to HS Writing 

Teacher: Alice Wescott 

Ages: 12+ 

GRAMMAR 

Intermediate Grammar 2 

Teacher: Emily Lorelli 

Ages 11+ 

READING 

Literature Circles 

Teachers: Elizabeth Smart 

Ages 11-14 

Connections Middle School English Classes  

Description: In this course, small groups of 
students will gather together to discuss a 
piece of literature in depth. The discussion is 
guided by students' response to what they 
have read. Through a variety of assigned roles 
and reading strategies, students will analyze 
events and characters in the book, the 
author's craft, or personal experiences related 
to the story. Literature circles guide students 
to deeper understanding of what they read 
through structured discussion and extended 
written and artistic response.   

Required Skills:  Your student is ready for this 
class if he or she can read at a standard 6th 
grade level or above and is able to discuss 
difficult topics (e.g. slavery, war, racism) in a 
mature manner.  Students must also be able 
to complete daily assignments outside of class 
as this is a collaborative course dependent 
upon student participation.  

Description: This class prepares students to be 
successful in high school writing.  Thus, it will 
cover a variety of topics, all of which will 
prepare the student for more advanced 
writing classes. Topics include: topic and 
ending sentences, paragraph openers, 
correctly using conjunctions to write long, 
smooth sentences, and correct 
punctuation.  In addition, students are taught 
how to effectively organize paragraphs.  

Required Skills: As this is a first high school 
writing class, there are no required skills for a 
student to enroll in this class.  

Description: The class will focus on expository 
writing, specifically paragraph construction 
building to essay writing. To this end, students 
will develop their writing process; learn how 
to use concrete evidence to support 
arguments; study powerful syntax through 
model sentences; begin their study of 
Aristotelian appeals (logos, ethos, and pathos) 
as methods of persuasion; review grammar 
and punctuation rules to become precise 
writers and adept editors; become aware of 
an audience; learn about tone and voice; and 
practice many other skills necessary to 
developing writers.  Students will write a 
rhetorical analysis, a literary analysis, a 
persuasive research paper, and a narrative 
essay.  

Required Skills:  Your student is ready for this 
class if he/she can write a unified paragraph 
with a clear topic sentence.  

Description: This class builds on Intermediate 
Grammar 1, which introduced the parts of 
speech, the basic parts of the sentence, and 
introduced sentence diagramming. 
Intermediate Grammar 2 will build on these 
concepts to explore objects, phrases, clauses, 
advanced verb concepts, including voice and 
mood, and will continue to build sentence 
diagramming skills. Studying grammar teaches 
students the language  to discuss language 
and is essential to advanced writing and 
rhetoric as practiced in high school and 
college composition.   

Required Skills: Your student is ready for this 
class if he/she has a working knowledge of the 
eight parts of speech (noun, pronoun, verb, 
adjective, adverb, preposition, conjunction, 
and interjection) and the basic parts of the 
sentence (subject and predicate).  



WRITING 

A Perfect Essay 

Teacher: Debbi Anderson 

Ages 14+ 

WRITING 

The Art of Communication 

Teacher: Esther Wright 

Ages 14+ 

WRITING 

Essay Writing 

Teacher: Alice Wescott 

Ages 13+ 

Connections High School English Classes  

Description: This class focuses on learning the neces-
sary skills to write essays as this is a critical skill for 
success in high school and college writing.  First se-
mester, students learn the basic components of es-
says. Then, second semester, students use these skills 
to learn to write specific types of essays: compare/
contrast essays, persuasive essays, critiques, and oth-
er types of essays.  

Required Skills: Your student is ready for this class if 
he or she can write a single paragraph with a topic and 
ending sentence.   

Description: A Perfect Essay is designed for high 
school students to perfect their writing style.  Focus is 
on clarity and strength in writing, vocabulary building, 
and grammar and format perfection, as they 
write  approximately 20 essays and one MLA report 
through the year.  

Required Skills: Your student is ready for this class if s/
he can use a keyboard, has had some writing instruc-
tion, can understand some grammar and punctuation 
rules, can put sentences and paragraphs together, and 
can learn and grow in their vocabulary, grammar, and 
writing techniques.  

Additional Note: This is a high school class.  Assign-
ments are often based around current events.  Some 
of the topics we talk about may be over the head of 
younger students.  Maturity more than age should 
determine whether they would be a fit for this class.  

Description: This is a high school class focused on 
helping students, wherever they are, to become more 
effective in their communication.  We will be 
developing a variety of skills that will help give 
students the tools to becoming better 
communicators.  This will include exploring the 
different types of communication through projects 
that may involve speaking, writing or interacting with 
peers.   

Required Skills: Your student is ready for this class if 
they are 14 years old or older and know how to write 
a simple structured paragraph. It will be helpful, but 
not necessary, if they have had a previous writing class 
before taking this class.   
  



LITERATURE 

College Prep Reading 

Teacher: Emily Lorelli 

Ages 15+ 

LITERATURE 

Interpretive Literature II: Shakespeare 

Teacher: Emily Lorelli 

Ages 14+ 

LITERATURE 

The Works of C.S. Lewis 

Teacher: Alex Binz 

Ages 14-18 

Connections High School English Classes  

Description: C.S. Lewis was the most widely-read 
Christian author of the last century, and even more 
famous for his Chronicles of Narnia, yet he was an 
academic at heart who wrote massive volumes on 
medieval literature. This class will examine a variety of 
C.S. Lewis's works -- from his fairy tales, to his 
Christian apologetics, to his academic research -- to 
show how they intersect. Students will read seven of 
his books (along with a few essays), engage with those 
texts through classroom discussion and creative 
projects, and critically examine his arguments through 
essay writing. 
 
Required Skills: Students should be able to read at a 
high school level, and will be expected to write several 
five-paragraph persuasive essays. 

Description: College Prep Literature will provide 
students the opportunity to read several of the books 
high school students “should” read before college. As 
we read, students will receive instruction on how to 
be engaged and responsive readers. Complex 
concepts such as authors’ use of irony, syntax, diction, 
allusion, etc. will be taught, which will strengthen 
their understanding of what they read and how it is 
written, readying them for college-level 
interpretation. Grades will be based on participation 
in class discussions, reading journals, exploratory 
essays, and other writing assignments. Books will be 
chosen by the class from The College Board: 101 Great 
Books Recommended for College-Bound Readers.  

Required Skills:  Because this is a College Preparatory 
class, your student is ready for this class if he/she is 
comfortably reading at a high school level, has taken a 
previous literature class (highly recommended), and 
can read and discuss potentially difficult subjects 
maturely.  

Description: We will read four or five of Shakespeare’s 
plays—comedies, tragedies, and histories. By reading 
and discussing these plays together as a class, we will 
learn how to read Shakespeare, appreciate the power 
and play of his words, collaborate to unravel the 
complexity of his meaning, and build understandings 
of these remarkable texts.  Students will read 
selections of the plays and respond to them in reading 
journals, create translations of selected texts into 
modern English, write character studies, and compose 
interpretive essays 

Required Skills: Your student is ready for this class if 
he/she is reading at a high school level, can write a 
thesis driven essay of at least three paragraphs, and 
can complete homework outside of class (2-4 hours 
minimum/week). 


